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Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to derive some inequalities for the composition of Green's operator G and the potential operator P applied to differential forms. The differential forms are extensions of functions and can be used to describe various systems of PDEs, physics, theory of elasticity, quasiconformal analysis, etc. In the meanwhile, Green's operator and the potential operator are of considerable importance in the study of potential theory and nonlinear elasticity; see [-] for more properties of these two operators. In many situations, the process to study solutions of PDEs involves estimating the various norms of the operators. Bi defined a potential operator P applied to differential forms in [] . However, the study on the composition of the potential operator and other operators has just begun. Hence, we are motivated to establish some inequalities for the composite operator G • P applied to differential forms. Now we introduce some notations. Unless otherwise indicated, we always use to denote an open subset of R n (n ≥ ), and let O be a ball in R n . Let ρO denote the ball with the same center as O and diam(ρO) = ρ diam(O), ρ > . A weight w(x) is a nonnegative locally integrable function in R n . |D| is used to denote the Lebesgue measure of a set D ⊂ R n . Let ∧ = ∧ (R n ), = , , . . . , n, be the linear space of all -forms
where J = (j  , j  , . . . , j ),  ≤ j  < j  < · · · < j ≤ n, are the ordered -tuples. Moreover, if each of the coefficients J (x) of (x) is differential on , then we call (x) a differential -form on and use D ( , ∧ ) to denote the space of all differential -forms on . C ∞ ( , ∧ ) denotes the space of smooth -forms on . The exterior derivative d : 
For a weight w(x), we write
, if is a differential form in a bounded convex domain , then there is a decomposition
where T is called a homotopy operator. Furthermore, we can define the -form ∈
With respect to the nonhomogeneous A-harmonic equation for differential forms, we indicate the general form as follows:
where
Here a, b >  are some constants and  < p < ∞ is a fixed exponent associated with (.). A solution to (.) is an element of the Sobolev space W 
The following definition is introduced in [].
Definition . A kernel K on R n × R n (n ≥ ) satisfies the standard estimates if there exist α,  < α ≤ , and a constant C such that, for all distinct points x and y in R n and all z with |x -z| <   |x -y|:
The following two-weight norm inequality for the potential operator P applied to differential forms appears in [] .
domain and P be the potential operator defined in (.) with the kernel K(x, y) satisfying the condition () of the standard estimates (.). Assume that (w  , w  ) ∈ A r,λ ( ) for some λ ≥  and  < r < ∞. Then there exists a constant C, independent of , such that
Remark If let w  = w  =  in (.), then (.) reduces to the following inequality: 
for all balls O with O ⊂ .
Proof By Lemma . and (.), we have
We complete the proof of Theorem ..
for any ⊂ R n .
Lemma . ([]) Let be a solution of the nonhomogeneous A-harmonic equation (.)
in a domain and  < s, t < ∞. Then there exists a constant C, independent of , such that
for all balls O with ρO ⊂ , where ρ >  is a constant.
Based on Theorem ., we obtain the following A r,λ ( )-weight version of inequality (.). , w  (x)) ∈ A r,λ ( ) for some λ ≥  and  < r < ∞. Then there exists a constant C, independent of , such that
for all balls O with ρO ⊂ , where ρ >  and α are two constants with  ≤ α < λ. http://www.journalofinequalitiesandapplications.com/content/2012/1/271
It is easy to check that (t -s)/(st) + α/(λp) + α(r -)/(λp) = , thus
We complete the proof of Theorem .. 
for all balls O with ρO ⊂ , where ρ >  and α are two constants with  ≤ α < . 
If ϕ is a Young function, then · ϕ( ) defines a norm in L ϕ ( ), which is called the Luxemburg norm.
The following class G(p, q, C) is introduced in []
, which is a special class of Young functions.
Definition . We call a Young function ϕ belongs to the class G(p, q, C), 
for all t > , where f is a convex increasing function and g is a concave increasing function on [, ∞). http://www.journalofinequalitiesandapplications.com/content/2012/1/271
From [], we assert that ϕ, f , g in the above definition are doubling, namely ϕ(t) ≤ C  ϕ(t) for all t > , and the completely similar property remains valid if ϕ is replaced correspondingly with f , g. Besides, we have
where C  , C  and C  are some positive constants. Bi [] constructs a special kernel function of a potential operator. Suppose the function φ(x) is defined as follows:
Let P be the potential operator in (.) with K(x, y) = φ ε (x -y). Assume that ∈ D ( , ∧ ), = , , . . . , n -, is a differential form defined in a bounded convex domain and J is the coefficient of with supp J ⊂ for all ordered -tuples J. From (.) in [], we have the inequality as follows:
where C is a constant, independent of , and p is a positive number with  < p < ∞. Now we introduce two lemmas which will be needed later.
for O a cube or a ball in R n .
Lemma . ([])
Let ∈ C ∞ ( , ∧ ), = , , . . . , n-,  < p < ∞, and G be Green's operator.
Then there exists a positive constant C, independent of , such that
for any ⊂ R n . 
Theorem . Let

Assume that ϕ is a Young function in the class G(p, q, C),  ≤ p < q < ∞, C ≥  and q(n -p) < np, P is the potential operator in (.) with K(x, y) = φ ε (x -y) for any ε >  and G is Green's operator. Then there exists a constant C, independent of
Proof Using Jensen's inequality for g - that is defined in Definition ., (.), (.) and noticing that ϕ and g are doubling, for any ball O ⊂ , we obtain
By Lemma ., it follows that
. Noticing that the L p -norm of |G(P( )) -(G(P( ))) O | increases with p, using Lemma . for G(P( )), (.) and (.), we have
since the differential operator d commutes with G. http://www.journalofinequalitiesandapplications.com/content/2012/1/271
Here log + t is a piecewise function such that log + t =  for t ≤ e; otherwise, log + t = log t. Moreover, if α = , one verifies easily that ϕ(t) = t p is as well in the class
Therefore, fixing the function ϕ(t) = t p log α + t, α ∈ R in Theorem ., we obtain the following result.
Corollary . Let ∈ D ( , ∧ ), = , , . . . , n -, be a differential form in a bounded convex domain , and J be the coefficient of with supp J ⊂ for all ordered -tuples J.
Assume that ϕ = t p log α + t,  ≤ p < q < ∞, C ≥  and q(n -p) < np, P is the potential operator in (.) with K(x, y) = φ ε (x -y) for any ε >  and G is Green's operator. Then there exists a constant C, independent of , such that
Global inequalities
In this section, we first recall the definition of the L ϕ -averaging domains. Then we extend the local L ϕ -norm inequality for the composite operator G • P to the global case in this kind of domains. 
where O  ⊂ is some fixed ball.
Proof Note that is an L ϕ -averaging domain and ϕ is doubling. From Definition . and (.), we have
We have completed the proof of Theorem ..
Similarly, by (.), we conclude that 
Applications
In this section, we give some examples of applications. By Theorem ., we can obtain other norm inequalities for the composite operator G • P, such as Lipschitz and BMO norms. Now, we take the Lipschitz norm for example.
for some ρ ≥ . Further, we write Lip k ( , ∧ ) for those forms whose coefficients are in the usual Lipschitz space with exponent k and write Lip k , for this norm. Proof From Theorem ., we have
for all balls O with O ⊂ . Using the Hölder inequality with  = /p + (p -)/p, we get that and ϕ(t) = t p log + t (t > ), where x = (x  , . . . , x n ) ∈ O ⊂ R n \(, . . . , ). Green's operator G and the potential operator P are defined as in Theorem ..
It is easy to get that | | =  and ϕ belongs to the class G(p  , p  , C),  ≤ p  < p  < ∞. Although it is very difficult to compute O |G(P( )) -(G(P( ))) O | p log + (|G(P( )) -
